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QTP addin manager:

once we opened QTP the 1st page it will display which is addin manager.

what is an addin manager???

the addin manager is a small s/w which acts like a mediator between QTP and AUT

addin manager is an additional s/w supported by QTP

inorder to automate any kind of application with QTP we need to select a proper addin

by defaultly we will select al the avilable addins present in addin manager and click on OK button automatically QTP start page wil dispaly

Inorder to perform a simple recording scenario lets create a new test case

how to create a new test case??

goto file >> goto new >> and simplt select "Test"

open the browser  and open the desired application

Scenario 1: 

Record one QTP script for entering some value in search filed and click on search button

why we are going for record option??? what is the use of this???

if we keep our QTP in recording and if we perform some actions in the browser automatically QTP will generate some kind script for the actions which we are performing in the browser

how to record???

simply click on record button in QTP window 

once we clcik on the record it will open a new widnow where the title of the window is Record and Run setting

based on your application we need to select either web tab or window application tab in that window

as of now we are trying to record actions in the browser so simply slect web tab and click on OK button

then in QTP we can see as "Recording"

and once after recording was finished simply click on "Stop" button to stop recording


once we installed QTP successfully in our machine we can get some sample application by QTP

how can we see the same applications means??

click on start menu >> goto all programs >> goto Quick Test Profissional folder >> there we can see one folder with name as "Sample Application " >> there in that folder we can find "Flight" simply click on flight which is a windows based application

scenario 2:

record a simple script for a window based application for login scenario

simply click on record button in QTP , it will open a new window in which select window applicatio tab and click on ok button

then go to the application and enter some value in username field and some value in password filed and lick on ok button and if we observer in QTP some script got generated



upto now we performed a simple recording and we generated some script in QTP


how to execute/playback/run the recorded script

why we are selecting addin means with the help of this addin we are telling to QTP that the application is a web based app

how to record a simple script using QTP for a web based applcition???

scenario1: open the bing.com and enter some value in the search field

 once i after i clicked on recoed button QTP is displaying a new wdislod where the title is record and run time setting

as we are tyring to record one small script for web based applcaition select the web tab.

in which it contains 2 radio buttons

1) record and run test on any open browser: it means we are telling to QTP that we will open the browser manually and then perform recording on any opened browser
2) open the following adrress when record and run secission begins: with this option we are asking QTP to launch the browser and to open the application and then it wil perform record actions on that oipened browser

selct one among those 2 and click on applya nd click on ok

scenario2:record a simple script for a windows based applciation

types of recording:

we usually have 3 types of recordings in QTP

1) normal recording mode: whatever recording we performed till now which will comes under normal recording mode only

2) analog recording: analog recording enables you to record the exact mouse and keybaord operations you perfomr in the relation to the either screen or on the application

how to record a simple script using analog recording mode???

click on record button and then set the desirec setting in the record and run setting then move to Automation tab in QTP and select "Analog Recording" after that click on start button and then select teh flight reservationa pplication and move it to here and there and simply lick on cancel button of that applciation and click on stop recording and when we try to exeucte that etst case what ever actions we performed script will do that 

3) low level recording:when we are using this recording  mode means if at all QTP was unable to identify any object in such cases we usually gofor this method : low level recording mode enables you to record on any object in your application if it was not identified by QTP

object repository:

example:  in a room there were few people we need to identify a person one among those... how can we identify a single person


location:means where exactly his position in that room: 6th person in the room

name=murthy assume in the same room there were 2 persons with same name ass murthy
height=5'6
weight=65
color=fair

object repository: conatins properties types and property values of an object so that while executing the test case QTP goes to the object repository 1st and it will colect the object properties and on whiuch object it need to perform action

and when we are recordinga  script using QTP means we no need to bother about this reposiotory

but when we are writing our test cases by our means we need to know some information about this object repository

types of object repositories:
 2type:

1) local repository:it wil be aplicable for that test case only
2)shared repository: this wil be applicablt for mutiple test cases

where can we see this object repository???

goto resources tab in QTP >> where u can find Object repository

or else 

besides to the record option we can find this cylinder shape simply click on that one

once we clicked on that one it will open a new dialog wher the title is "object repository- all objexct repostories"

this sinodw contains too many options

1) Add objects to local: with this option we are adding object to the repository it means some kind of information related to that object

how to add objects means simply click on this add objects to the reposiotry and select teh deisred object from the application and try to add that to repository by simply clicking on ok button

2) update from application: if at all when we add object at the 1st time the name property is "murthy" but when i try to execute my test case the name property changed to "test" in such case we usually use this option which is update from the application

3) highllight in the applciation: with the help of this option we can highlight the object in the webb page or in window applcaition
4)locate in the repository:if at all in the repository there were n no objects then in order to identify a single objectwe usually go for this 
5) renaming a object:

local repository: this is will be applicable for that test script only

whatever the repository we are adding , the scope of that repository was to that test case only, and we cant access that repository to next test case eventhough we saved that test case

why we need to create this shared repository???
if at all 10 test cases have same objects in that case instead of adding objects to each and every test case we will create a shared repository means a common repository for all the 10 cases and try to call/associate that repository in all the test scripts

if at all we dont have this shared repository concept means then we need to create objects 10times for all 10test cases but if we create a shared repository we can create at a time and we can call mutiple times

shared repository: 

create a repository and try to save that repository with a proper name and whenever it was required means for a new test case simply call(associate) that repository the desierd test case

how to create a shared repository???

under the resources we can find "object repository manager" simply click on that one it will open a new window which is simlar to that of local repository window but the differece between local repository and shared one is in the shared repository we can find the "save" option but which was not ther in local repository

try to add objects to the repository and save the repository witha  valid name

create a new test caseand check in the local repository ==> where it dont have any objects in the local repository.. 

we need to associate the created repository or we need to call the created repository???

how to add the created repository 

goto edit  >> goto actions >> under which goto action properties >> it wil open a  new window in which move to the tab "Associated repositories"  where we can see some + symbol there

clcik on + and click on browse where we can select the created repository and click on open >> click on set as default button in that window and simply click on ok button

as of now i created one shared repository and i added / associated that repository to our current test case and even i observed the same in the local repository  but if we observe there the repository which we added is in disabled mode it means we cant make any modifications to the shared repository if at all we want to modify thse objects means we need to copy to our local repository and then we can modify this repository

how can we copy to the local repository means???

simply right click on the object and selct copy to local option
 
web based applciations: in comaprsioon with QTP:

textfield			webedit		set
inorder to enter some value into the search field QTP will use set command

button				webbutton              click

checkboxes			webcheckbox		set
radiobutton			webradiogroup	select
dropdowns			weblist			select

window based comparsiion with QTP:

textfield			winedit
button				winbutton
checkboxes			wincheckbox
radiobutton			winradiogroup
dropdowns			winlist


object spy: using objectspy we can see the various properties associated to an object

tools >> object spy 
how can we enable this objectspy means we can find one option in QTP with some hat symbole simply click on that one it wil open a new window
 
using objectspy we can see whatare all the various properties assigned to an object and even its values also we can only see them

identification types/modes avilable in QTP???

normal identifction ==> name
smart identifacation ==> height, weight,color
odinal identifaiction ==> we can get the positon of that person in a that room and we try to indetify taht person
and at last even thiugh it was unable to identify with all the above the 3 techniques then it wil through an error message saying that unable to identfiy object in webpage

from wher can we see this means 
 goto tools >> we can find one option which is "object identification" simply click on that object identifiaction  where it wil display a new window where we can see al the identification types tehre only

there we have one option which is an environment option using which we are selecting on which environment we are automating if we select a proepr environment then it will display all the list of objects present under that application

Normal Identifaction: mandatory properties(name)+assistive propertives(height) combinally we call it as normal identifacation

while executing any test case in QTP 1st of all QTP will goes to mandatory properties and it will try to identify that object ith mandatory properties if it was identifed then it wil perfom the desired action if iit was not identied then it wil move to assistive properties

even though with assistive properties also QTP was unable to identify an object the it wil goes to smart idetification

smart identification: base filter properties(weight) + optional filter properties(color) if at all QTP identifes that object then it wil peform the desired action else it wil move to ordinal identifaction

ordinal indentifaication: it is trying to identify an object with its location or its postion

there is a direct relationshiop between object identification and object repository what it is???

in the object identification window if we select the environment then automatically it is displaying all the objects for that environment assume we select web environment and try to goto that webedit and in the mandatory property it is displaying as name and try to change that mandotory property as max lenght and whenver we try to load object to the rpository then it wil capture max lenght value only

finaly conclusion whatever property type we have selected in the object identification that property value only QTP will capture in the obbject repository


in order to write a simple test case in QTP we have 3 different ways:

1) simple recording: done

2) draganddrop of objects from the repository:

as the name itself is teeling that draganddrop from object repository it means 1st of all we need to load object to repository

prepare a simple script for entering userid, pswd and click on login buton fot CRM application using draganddrop objectrepository metho???
steps:
1) load objects which is load user name object, pswd object an d as well login button object to the repository
2) 

example code:

'below line of code will enter some value to username field

Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"

'below line of code wil enter some value to pswd filed

Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set "krishna"

'below line of code wil click on loginbutton

Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click


3)writing the code:


while we are recording some script using it wil capture the object properties in the repository itself then why we are going for this method which is loading objects to the repository???

in the real time time application always recording will not work. we need to write own automation test script

example: gmail registration page keep your QTP recording mode and perform action means create an user

inborder to understand how to local and shared repository were working try to load few objects to the object repostiory for our CRM application

when we are adding objects to the repository there it wil display some heirarichy 

browser. page. if at all any tables were it is displaying table information and at last it is displaying our object information

why it is displaying or gathering all the browser and page information means QTP needs to know on whihc browser and on which page and on which table and on which object it is going to perform the action

how to write a simple code in QTP???

Scenario: write a small script for login to sugar CRM application
Steps:
	1st load all the objects to the object repository means we need to load usename,pswd, and login button object

Try to implement the code using or else by following below syntax
When I type browser and once I open the brases ( then automatically QTP is generating that browser name why because as we already objects into repository in the repository it contains information about the browser, page and all the objects so once the browser name got generated close the brases and .page open the brases similarly it wil generate page name amd select the object type as webedit and open the open the brases automatically QTP is displaying 2 object information it means in that browser with in that page there were 2 objects of textfields type

Syntax for script in QTP:

Browser(“browser name).page(“page name”).objtype(“objname).desired action:

With the above syntax we are telling to QTP that the browser name and in the browser we are specifying the page and within the page we are telling the object and we are asking QTP to perform action on that object
				Objtype		desired action

textfield			webedit		set
inorder to enter some value into the search field QTP will use set command

button				webbutton              click

checkboxes			webcheckbox		set
radiobutton			webradiogroup	select
dropdowns			weblist			select


if at all we want to write code for entering some value  into text fields means

browser(“browsername”).page(“page name).webEdit(“obj name”). set “Krishna”



example:

'enter value to username field

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"

'enter value for pswd field

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set "krishna"

'click on login button

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click

the above test case will execute successfully if the browser and in the browser if the application was opened then only our test case will execute successfully else my test script wil fail as the browser was not opened.
So inorder to execute our test case successfully lets ad one command which wil launch the browser and which wil open the application

To achive this concept we have 2 methods:

1)using invokeapplication method:  is an builtin function which was provided by QTP using which we can launch executable files

Syntax:

invokeApplication “.exelocation”

Example: if .exe

Scenario: try to launch flight application using invoke application function

invokeApplication "C:\Program Files\HP\QuickTest Professional\samples\flight\app\flight4a.exe"

but from where can we get that locations???

Simply right click on the application then goto properties and goto target copy the content present in the target and paste that content in invokeaplication function and when we execute that test case automatically QTP will launch that application

2)systemutil.run method:QTP provides a predefiened object named as systemutil which has a method named as run using which we can launch any knd of application
Syntax:

Systemutil.run “location/browser location”,”optional/url”
.exe,.txt,xls,

Scenario: try to launch the browser and open sugar crm application in that browser using system util method

systemutil.Run "C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\IEXPLORE.EXE","http://173.66.101.6:81/sugarcrm/index.php?"



sample code:
'enter value to username field
'1st we are launching the browser and we are opening the applciation and then we performing desired

systemutil.Run "C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\IEXPLORE.EXE","http://173.66.101.6:81/sugarcrm/index.php?"

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"

'enter value for pswd field

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set "krishna"

'click on login button

browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click


'systemutil.Run "location/browser location","optional/app url"

working with actions: QTP provides actions to implement modularity in automation testing

modularity means dividng a big program into multiple sub programs..
why we are dividing big program into multiple sub programs means for reusability and easy understanding purpose

example: TC1:try to record one script in QTP for login to app, create user, logout app
TC2: login to app, delete user , logout from app
TC3: login to application create 10users logout from application

So from the above scenario we are creating login to app and logout 3times which is waste of our time. So instead of creating 3times create one time and call wherever it was required

In QTP we can divide a single test case into multiple actions , and the max actions we can create to a test case is upto 255

Every new testcase in QTP wil have 2 actions by default
	Action0: invisible :this action is maintained for QTP internal references 

Action1: we can see this action
For each every action there is a local repository or else we call it as preaction repository it means if action1 has repository we cant use that repository to action2

What is the use of setsecure method???

It wil encry the value whatever we have given 

How to create an action???

Steps:

Goto insert tab where we can find “call to new action”
Simply click on that one it will open a new window where we need to enter the name of the action and description of the action(optional field)
Try to give a valid name for the action and simillary try to give proper diescrption for that action

Scenario: try to create one new action for login to CRM application and one more action for logout from CRM application and save that test case

Steps: 
) create a new test case
Goto insert >> select insert a new action 
Give a proper name and description for that action and click ok button
Try to record the code or write your own code under that created action


While creating an action we observed one checkbox what is the use of that checkbox???

With the help of this checkbox we are telling whatever action we were creating is a reusable one orelse is a non reusable action

Types of actions: generally they were 3 different types of actions we have
Reusable actions: we can create action in one test case and we can call that action in another test case
Non reusable actions: whatever the action we are creating in a test case we cant use that action in another test case.
External actions:an action which is called by call to existing action which comes under this category
For the above scenario which we have discussed we created 2 actions in ktest1 test case..

How can I call these 2 actions in another test case??? Or how can we call created action???

Call to copy of action: when u call a created action(login_app) using this method then the called action(login_app) will be copied into calling action as a local action
How can we call means??

Goto insert >> CALL to copy of action simply select that one which wil open a new window/dialog and the title of that window is “select action”

The 1st field in that window is “from test” which means from which test case you want to call the action there simply click on browse and select the created test case
And in the actions we can find the created actions for that test case >> so select the required action and click on ok button then the action is called with a name as “copy of action name” as I local action so here I can modify this copy action but the changes were not replected into orginal action


Call to existing action: when we call any action suing this method the action is generated under external actions folder and where we can see the action name and as well test case name also..
And the most important thing here we need to observe for the called action we cant make any modifications

Renaming an action: earlier I created one action with login_to_App lets rename this to app_login

Goto edit >> action >> wher we can find rename action option simply select that one and give the desired name there and click on ok button automatically the action name was updated

Delete an action:

Goto edit >> action >> where we can find delet action option simply slect that >> and click yes button automatically that action will be removed from our test case


 And then how to very this local repository concept???

As I told here every action conatins its own repository lets verify this one as we created 2 different login to app, logout app so lets observe the repository for thse 2 actions

We can perform below things on an action:
	Create a new action done

Rename existing action
Delete created action
Cal the created action done


syncronisation of test: whenever we performed any click operation in websites generally the webpage will load and after some time it wil dislay information in the webpage generally almost 70% of the real time application wil display the web page within 10sec and max of 20sec

assume for few eral time applications the page loading time might be around 80secs then how my test case will execute??? And how much time by defaultly QTP will wait whenever page loading scenario occurs??

QTP 20secs it means if the webpage got loaded before 20sec then my test case executed successfully if my web page got loaded after 20secs then it wil display as a failure one

But in my project the page loading time is 80secs it means qtp is throwing wrong outputs for me???

Different ways to implement this ynchronisation :

Increase the default time outed proveied by QTP(20sec):  

Every test case wil have default synchronistaion time of 20sec

How can I confirm it as 20sec???
Goto file >> settings >> run tab >> wher we can se the default time out

Based on your application page loading time try to increase or try to decrease the timeed out

Basically there is an instruction to qtp that whenever page loading was there try to wait for 20secs

Use EXIST statement/command:

EXIST is present it wil simply verify whether that objects is there or not

Exists is a property which can be applicable for any test objects thay checks the availability of that object if that object is available it will return true, if that object was not available it wil retun fail/false

Example:

Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"
Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").SetSecure "517ec47e311c57659229c3455d06d9c0e43259c6"
Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click

'lets try to implemet exist command for logout button

If  browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1_2").Link("Log Out").Exist (60) Then
	
	msgbox "successfully logged into application"

	else

	msgbox "not logged into application"

	
End If


Use wait command: it wil simply stop the script execution for the specified time
Example: wait(80)



introduction to vb scripting: 2 classes:

brief introduction to vb scripting
types of variables in vb script
conditional stmts, looping stmts in vb script
some kind of builtin functions available in QTP


why we are going for vb scripting ???

inorder to prepare or else in order to automate your application effectively /s

generally vb scripting is a light weight scripting language provided by Microsoft and which is the default scripting language in QTP

vb script is a light weight scripting language provided by Microsoft and it was the default scripting language for QTP

with the help of vb scripting bilin functions we will modify our test cases based on our requirement.


the concepts which we need to know in vb scripting were:

variable: a variable is a memory location/address where you can store some value 

int a=5

in vb scripting there were 2 types of variables:

Implicit variables: if at all any variable we were using in our test script without declaring that variable which we call it as implicit variable


Example1:

Dim a,b,c,d 	

A=10
B=5
c=10
d=a+b+c

msgbox d : this wil execute successfully


example: don’t deckare d variabke and try to write test script


dim a,b,c

a=10
b=5
c=10

d=a+b+c
msgbox d : this will execute successfully




Explicit variables: until and unless we declare a variable we cant use that variable which cmes under explicit type
Inorder to use a variable within the test case we need to declare that 1st and then only we can use that variable if we forgot to declare the variable then while executing the test case the script will thorugh an error message like “variable was not declared”

Why we are going for this explicit variables??? And what kind of variables we usually declare while working real time applications???

Example1:
Option explicit

Dim a,b,c,d

A=10
B=5
C=10

D=a+b+c : test script wil exzecut successfully without error message

Example2:

Option explicit

Dim a,b,c

A=10
B=5
C=10

D=a+b+c

Msgbox d : test script wil fail bcw we added the inoramtion which is related to explicit varaibles



Explicit variables



Vb script Variable:




Operators:

operator will perform somekind of operation between two variables means addition, subtraction,multiplication, division etc

3 different types of operators we have in vbs cript:

Arthematic operator: +,-,*,/,%
Comparission operator: ==, <=, >=,<,> etc
Logical operator: and or not


If condtions:


If(condtion ws truethen execute below cmds else fail the tgest case)

Syntax:

If contidion is true then

Execute below cmds 
Else get out from home


Data types:
We can specify the type of a vairable with this data type

Int,float,char,string,double etc….these are the data types in normal prgraominglanguages, where as for VB scripting the only data type supported is “variant” and which will allows any kind of data(int,float,string,char).

While decalring a avirable we no need to specify the type of the variable by simply observing the value which we are entering into the variable it will assign that sub type VB script

Int a=5 , string b=”murthy” normal programming language
A=5, b=”murthy”

A=5,6,7,1,2,3,4,56,,

B=1.1,2.5842,3.2528
C=”murthy”
D=’s’




If/for loop: condtional statements and looping statements

If: conditional stmt: the name itself is explaning us that it is an conditional statement it means if some condition was true then it will returns or else it will return fail

Example: consider gmail application login scenario after entering uid,oswd and click on button we will wait until the inbox page got displayed , if inbox page displayed means successfully logged into application and if uid,pswd page displayed means login failed

Syntax:

If condition then

Stmt1
Stmt2
Stmt3

Else

Sttm4
Stnmt5

End if


Scenario: prepare a test script using if condition for login scenario into sugar crm application

Code:


Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set "krishna"
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click

'lets add one if condtion here


If  browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").Link("Log Out").Exist  Then

	msgbox "succesfully loged into application"


else

msgbox "passed inpust were wrong"

End If

:For:,looping statement: inorder to perform similar action for multiple no of times

For i=0 to max number

Stmt1
Stmt2
Stmnt3

next

example:

i=1 

For i=1 to 100

	i=i+20
	msgbox i

Next


Generally if comes under conditional statement : verifying whether something is happened or not if happened then pass the case else fail the case

Some kind of builtin function available in QTP :



builtin function aviable inQTP???

Ucase: it wil cobert al the given stiring in capital lettrs it means  uname=”Muthy”

Example:
a="Murrthy"

b=ucase(a)

msgbox b: oyput is “MUTTHY”


 ucase(a)


lcase: “Murthy” “murthy”

it wil convert the given string to lowaer capsed

len: it will returns the length of the string , and one most important point here is if we give spaces in the string then it will consider spaces also a character



examples:

a="krishna tranining usa "

b=len(a)

msgbox b  output is 22

ltrim: with this we will remove the spaces before the string

example:

a="                                                         murthy"

b=len(a)

msgbox b

c=ltrim(a)

d=len(c)

msgbox d


ouptu is : 63,6




rtrim: we will remove spaces after the string


example:

a="murthy                                 "

b=len(a)

msgbox b

d=rtrim(a)

e=len(d)

msgbox e

trim:
it wil trim both before and after the string


left: it returns specified no of chacters in the given string from left side of the string

example:

a="this is murthy"

msgbox left(a,7)  output is”this is”

right: it returns the specified no of characters from right side of the given string

example:

a="this is murthy"

msgbox right(a,6)  output is “murthy”
mid: it captures the portion of a given string based on the specified start positoon and length

example:

a="Quick Test Professioanl"

msgbox mid(a,6,4)  output “test”

split: This wil splits the given string whenever delimiter comes into picture

example:

a="mouni$murthy$kandukuri$krishna$james$anu$tej"
names=split(a,"$")


msgbox names(0)
msgbox names(1)
msgbox names(2)
msgbox names(3)
msgbox names(4)


date: it wil return the current system date
example:
msgbox date

time :it wil return the current system time
example:
msgbox time

now: it wil return both date and time
example:
msgbox now

replace: selected string will be replaced with its sub string

example:

a="this is murthy, murthy is as BA and murthy is teaching QTP"


msgbox replace(a,"murthy","krishna")


stringreverse: it wil return the string in reverse order

example:

a="murthy"

msgbox strreverse(a)  output “yhtrum”




the below function will be applicable for array types only
Lbound:
Ubound:
This wil returns the staring index and ending index of an array and In general the starting index is always “0” and ending index will vary
Example:
a=array("murthy","sudha","mounika","krisha","munna","krish")
msgbox lbound(a)
msgbox ubound(a)
output: 0 and 5

introduction to fucnctions:
what is a function emans a set of statements designed to accomplish a specific task
modularity concept: actions, functions, procedure 
syntax:
function functionname (arg1,arg2,arg3..)
stmt1
stmt2
end function
below code will only work for sugar crm application
Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set "krishna"
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set "krishna"
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click

If  Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1_2").Link("Log Out").Exist Then

	msgbox "login successfull"

	else

	msgbox "login failed"


End If
If at all I want to login to gmail means I need to preparre new code..
With the help of functions we are creating a generic script so that I can use that script for any kinf of application

The objective of this function is try to create a login to application test case which wil fit for crm, gmail, yahoomail
Scenario1: try to create alogin function and call that function for CRM
Steps:
Create our logic in test case itself and once the code is executing as expected then create a function library
Goto file >> new >> function library >> try to create a function and then copy the code from the test case created previously and paste it here in function and save the function with valid naming convention
We created function successfully now lets try to call the function in our test cse 
Simply associate that function 1st to the test case the similar way how we have associated shared repository 
How can we associate function means: goto file >> setting >> resources here is the place where can we associate created function library to our test case
Click on ADD(+) and in the next line it wil display a browse option simply click on browse and it will open a window from where we can select the function and click on ok button
With the help of check syntax button we were checking the syntax of the associated function
Click on set as default
Click on Apply and OK buttons
Code for the function:
Function app_login(uid,pswd)
  Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_name").Set uid
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebEdit("user_password").Set pswd
 Browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").WebButton("Log In").Click
 If browser("127.0.0.1").Page("127.0.0.1").Link("Log Out").Exist Then
	 msgbox "succesfully logged into application"
	 else
	 msgbox "login failed"
 End If
'as the function need to return a value
'function anme ="desired avlu
app_login="success"
End Function
How to call the function???
Dim username,pswd
'now we need to cal the created function and then we need to pass the given inputs
username="krishna"
pswd="murgthy"
status=app_login(username,pswd)
scenario2: create a function for login to gmail app and call that function
Scenario 3: Lets try to create a function for login to application and try to execute the created function on multiple applications
Before creating a function whatever logic we are trying to implement try to write it an test case and if test case got executed successfully then create a function and whenever it was required simply associate that fucntion

Scenario 3:	 lets try to write a code for entering a value into webedit the application moght be CRM, bing, google

Steps:
Open bing.com and try to prepare code related entering value of into search field
Our objective is to prepare a script which will work for any application but the code which we have generated will execute only for bing.com
How can we modify the above generated test case :
The test script which we prepared conatins information related to bing.com so if we change that value dynamically then automatically our script wil work for any application means browser, page, object information store in a varraible then change those values to the variables based on our application requirement
Code snippet:
'try to write code for entering a avlue into bing search field

'store browse name in a br avriable

br="Gmail: Email from Google"

'store page name in pg variable

pg="Gmail: Email from Google"

'store objname in a objname variables

objname="Email"


browser(br).Page(pg).WebEdit(objname).Set "krishna1"

'how can we modify above script means

'store browser name, page name and objname in a avraible
Scenario4 for practice: try to prepare a generic script for login to any kind of application crm,gmail,fb,yahoo
Data driven testing???
We already stored information in excel sheet and when it was required simply calm that excel sheet or notepad ordatatabe
If you develop an automation script to check a functionality with multiple inputs
100users: we are storing al 100 users ids in excel or data table or notepad and call that information whenever it was required
Inorder to implement data driven testing in QTP we usually use 3 different methods:
Excel: 
Scenario1: try to create a new excel file at a specific location using QTP script and try to save some information into that created file
Scenario2: how can we get the data present in the excel workbook
Steps need to follow for excel applications:
Create reference to excel application 
With the help of the reference we can perform the various kinds of actions on that excel book : we can open that workbook
	Once the workbook got opened means get the refernece of the worksheet
We need to select the cell and we need to get the data present in that cell.
Save th excel book
Close the workbook reference 
Code snippet:
Set exe=createobject("excel.application")

'to make excel book as visible

exe.Application.Visible=true

'add the workbook

exe.Workbooks.Add

wait 2

'lets try to save the opened workbook

exe.ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs "C:\anu\sample10.xls"


'beofre closing the excel book we need to select the sheet in which test data is going to save

'close the workook

'using below cmd  we slected one sheet
Set mysheet=exe.ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("Sheet1")

'now we need to get the infromation from the sheet

mysheet.cells(1,1).value="murtthy1"
mysheet.cells(1,2).value="murtthy2"
mysheet.cells(1,3).value="murtthy3"
mysheet.cells(1,4).value="murtthy4"
mysheet.cells(1,5).value="murtthy5"
exe.ActiveWorkbook.Save
exe.Application.Quit
exe.Application.Quit
Scenario2: try to open excel book and try to get some ifnrmation present in excel book
Set exe=createobject("excel.application")

'we meed to open that book so

exe.Workbooks.Open "C:\anu\sample1.xls"

'we need to check whther this ine is ioened ornot

exe.Application.Visible=true

'select the sheet info

Set mysheet=exe.ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("Sheet1")

'now we ned to ger the row count and the clumn count

rc=mysheet.UsedRange.rows.count

cc=mysheet.UsedRange.columns.count

'we need to writean for loop which we reota te for 15mun of max

For i=1 to rc
	For j=1 to cc

		msgbox mysheet.cells(i,j).value

	Next

Next

		   exe.ActiveWorkbook.Save

exe.Application.Quit

Notepad:
steps: 
Create a reference to notepad similar to that of excel
Scenario1: try to open the file and get the information which is present in the file
'create an instance to notepad

Set fso=createobject("Scripting.filesystemobject")

'open the text file and get the contents from that file and store it ina variable or object

Set fo=fso.OpenTextFile("C:\anu\sample1.txt")

'lets try to write one logic which will get tthe information present in entire note pad

'here we are writing on loigic which was related to endofthe stream method it means if it founds enofthe stream then it wil quit from th elopo else it wil work within the lop


While fo.AtEndOfStream<>true

c=fo.ReadLine

msgbox c

Wend


fo.Close

Scenario2: try to open one file and copy the contents from one file and paste it in another file

'create an instance to notepad

Set fso=createobject("Scripting.filesystemobject")

Set fo1=fso.OpenTextFile("C:\anu\sample1.txt")

Set fo2=fso.CreateTextFile("C:\anu\sample2.txt")

While fo1.AtEndOfStream <> true

	c=fo1.ReadLine

	fo2.WriteLine(c)
Wend
Datatable 





Sugar CRM credentials:
http://173.66.101.6:81/sugarcrm/index.php" http://173.66.101.6:81/sugarcrm/index.php
uid:Krishna
pswd:krishna
Feedback/queries/suggestions: krishnatrainingusa@gmail.com

working with excel: open excel, cal the values present in execl and use it
working with notepad
working with data tables
working with web tables
check points
regular expression
recovery scenarios
introduction to descriptive praogramming
creation of function 
how to cal the functions

10 to 12hrs

4 to 5rs Load runner

